THE APPLICATION OF VIDEO CONFERENCING IN HUNGARIAN PRISONS

Abstract: The application of the different solutions of video communication are getting more and more popular in the field of criminal justice. Video conferencing technology can be used for legal proceedings that would otherwise require transporting the prisoner and utilizing other staff resources. The purpose of the present study is to briefly introduce video conferencing and its effect on the prison environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the application of the different solutions of video communication are getting more and more popular in the field of criminal justice. Parallel to the increasing number of criminal cases, the need for such technology which develops efficiency and decreases costs is also growing. Besides video conferencing which is transacted between the courtrooms and another endpoint with the help of audio-visual equipment1, we also can refer to the practice of video visitations and the telemedicine2 as the new dimension of the prisoners’ healthcare in the penitentia-
ry system. The purpose of the present study is to briefly introduce video conferencing and its effect on the prison environment.

2. THE VIDEO CONFERENCES

The expression ‘video conferencing’ is the most commonly used term in the international legal literature referring to the discussed legal institution. It is based on video conferencing technology which allows for two or more people to see, hear or talk to each other in separate locations but in real time. The Hungarian legal background of these video conferences transacted from the courtrooms appeared in the previous Hungarian Criminal Procedure Act (Act XIX of 1998) in the form of the so-called closed circuit telecommunication network trials. At the time this legal institution functioned as a form of witness protection from the 1st of July 2003, since mostly it was used according to witness hearings, and only exceptionally related to the charged persons interrogation. This also meant that it could not be applied outside the aforementioned categories of persons, further proving acts could not be performed and other phases of trial could not be held in this construction.

The Hungarian Criminal Procedure Code in force (Act XC of 2017) has made more changes in relation to this legal institution: in addition to the change of the name, the regulatory framework has clearly expanded. This means on the one hand the expansion of categories of persons, thus currently the application of the abovementioned telecommunication tool is possible not only according to the


3 Also referred to as ‘video link’ or ‘audio-visual link’.

4 The legal institution was enrolled by Section 146 of Act I of 2002 on the amending of Act XIX of 1998 on the Hungarian Criminal Procedure: Holding a trial by way of a closed-circuit communication system, Sections 244/A–244/D. According to the previous Hungarian Criminal Procedure Act “At the motion of the prosecutor, the accused, the counsel for the defence, the witness, the lawyer acting on behalf of the witness, the ward or legal representative of a minor witness, or ex officio, the presiding judge may order the examination of the witness, or, in exceptional cases, the examination of the accused by way of a closed-circuit communication system. In the event of an examination via a closed-circuit communication system, direct links between the venue of the trial and the place of stay of the person heard shall be provided by a device simultaneously transmitting oral and visual communication.” (art. 244/A, para.1.)


6 The current Hungarian Criminal Procedure Code entered into force on 1 July 2018.

7 Application of telecommunication tool (arts. 120-126.)
witness and the charged person, but also in relation to experts and translators. On the other hand, this means that its application is not limited only to the actual trial phase or the interrogation, but it can be used in all procedural phases in relation to all procedural acts. In this way, the original witness protection function of the legal institution has been replaced by the requirement to ensure presence at the procedural act, witness protection appears as an additional effect.8

Considering the place where the procedural act is taking place, the previous approach which was formulated and limited exclusively to two locations (interrogation court – correctional institution) was replaced by a much broader one, which means a designated area indicated by the prosecution authority and the police.

The idea of the closed circuit telecommunication network trials in 2014 raised the question of the form of interrogation of the charged persons or the witnesses in detention in which video communication is established between the courtroom and the correctional institution. In relation to this, it is important to highlight, that the previous Hungarian Criminal Procedure Code ordered the application of such system according to the charged persons and witnesses in detention in case of threat to public security.9 This video conferencing system was applicable in such cases, when the escape of the to be interrogated detainee was thoroughly feared. According to the Hungarian Criminal Procedure Code [art. 122, para. 3 b)-c)] in force the court can neglect the application of the telecommunication device only in particularly justified cases. It means on the one hand, the procedural acts which require the presence of the charged person or witness in detention, and on the other hand, the trial which is held in the matter of extending or maintaining the pre-trial detention, if the conditions for the application of the telecommunication device are provided.

According to the latter condition it can be said that the penitentiary system has set up an endpoint network for all prisons. Thus at the present, simultaneous visual and audio connection between the courts, other authorities10 and the correctional institutions – in the case of the detained charged person and witness – allows the participation in the procedural act.

The system is coordinated by a central module that ensures that the video conferencing takes place at the pre-settled time and between the designated endpoints. In case if the convicted person’s presence should be ensured by telecommunication device in connection with several criminal cases at the same time,

---

9 “The presiding judge may order the use of closed-circuit communication system for the examination of a detained accused or witness whose presence at the trial would endanger public safety.”(art. 244/A, para. 2, f)
10 In case of the procedure of the prosecutor’s office and the police, the Hungarian Criminal Procedure Code in force ordered the use of the telecommunication device as mandatory with the exception of those specified in art. 122. para 2.
according to the Penitentiary Regulation\(^{11}\) (art. 81/A) due to the time conflict an obligation arises from the side of the penitentiary institution to notify the ones who ordered the application of the telecommunication device. For the correctional institution the primary focus will be on consultation in order to resolve the conflict between the ones who order such video conferencing. If this conflict effects a court or other authority (such as the prosecutor’s office, the police, the mediator) the law gives priority to the court order.

The transaction of the first video conferencing happened on the 25th of May 2018 between the Regional Court of Eger and the Regional Correctional Institution of Heves county in the penitentiary proceeding in the matter of conditional release. Since then, the system has been updated several times and it also has been tested with a load test, meaning that all the correctional institutions have logged in the system at the same time.\(^{12}\)

3. THE EVALUATION OF THE HUNGARIAN AND INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF VIDEO CONFERENCING

The following question inevitably comes up: what are the advantages and the possible disadvantages of the video conferencing system? Considering the benefits, it is obvious that the number of prisoners involved in transportation can be reduced, which emphasizes the cost-effectiveness of the system. Here, on the one hand, we can refer to the savings in travel costs, the time factor and the impact on organizing the service of the prison staff. On the other hand, in case of prisoners who pose significant security risk such expenses as providing special vehicles and necessary police escort for transporting can be eliminated. Another crucial aspect and argument in favour of the application of the system is that it reduces the security risk. The fact that the movement of prisoners could be realized only within the given correctional institution clearly influences and minimizes positively the security risk that otherwise arises. At the same time, this means that the workload of the prison staff can be reduced. As an advantage from the prisoner’s side it should be emphasized, that on the one hand they don’t have to go through the admission procedure again, and on the other hand they are absent from work, education or vocational training only on the day of the procedural act.

\(^{11}\) Rules of Law Enforcement [Ministry of Justice Decree No. 16/2014. (XII. 19.) on the detailed rules of execution of imprisonment, confinement, pre-trial detention and confinement replacing payment of disciplinary penalty]

In addition to highlighting the positives, two negative approaches should be pointed out: in Hungary such criticisms were brought by the penitentiary judges that it is not necessarily possible to make a proper personal impression through the camera, for example as to whether the regret which is expressed by the prisoner is real or not. Consequently, judges are forced to rely on the subjective submission when making their decision. On the other hand, the fact that at their choice the defense counsel may be present at the segregated place or at the designated place [art. 123, para. 2 of the Hungarian Criminal Procedure Code] clearly renders the communication with the prisoner more difficult in cases when the defense counsel prefers to be present in the courtroom.

The international experiences also indicate that the popularity of this technological solution is to be found in cost savings and security considerations. Taking these aspects into account most evaluative opinions agree that „virtualization” is inevitable, however also draw attention to a number of limitations. For example, a pilot project in Manchester revealed that an important component of efficiency is the adequate training of the staff using the technology, as most of the negative feedbacks were given regarding that. Several authors pointed out that the video communication is impersonal, technically it alienates the accused person from the court and at the same time hinders the contact with the legal representative. Donoghue directly highlighted that the application of telecommunication devices could increase the number of confessions in cases where a prisoner and his/her defense counsel cannot communicate properly with each other, the suspects could confess such which they would not have done in the presence of the defense counsel. Ward argued, that for example with video communication it is more difficult to ascertain and assess the health or therapeutic needs of the charged person. Rowden and his colleagues pointed out that according to the opinion of the legal representatives their clients are not aware of the importance of the procedure, as

---

they feel it informal and unrealistic in view of the video communication. The interaction between the judge and the defense, the body language and the dynamics of certain courtroom actors may be fade because the charged person is only the on-screen observer of the events. Kluss\textsuperscript{19} worded that video conferencing could dehumanize the prisoner and that could be accompanied by a more severe judgement. The reason for this can be found in the fact that the judge is less likely to consider the living conditions and the effects of imprisonment on the person concerned and his/her relatives in case of video conferencing.

4. CONCLUSIONS

According to the experiences of the Hungarian application of video conferencing it can be stated, that this type of video communication meets the requirements of efficiency and cost savings, however it also has disadvantages. This way of communication results such interactions in which the traditional face-to-face relationships and their personal nature are taken over by a virtual, more impersonal medium. The situation reshaped by the video connection also reshapes its actors: it supposes different skills, abilities and attitudes on the part of the judges, the penitentiary system, legal representatives and the prisoners. Despite all of these, the positive experiences of video conferencing suggest that there is likely to be a need to introduce them in the field of criminal justice in more and more countries in the near future.
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Примена апликације за видео конференцију у мађарским затворима

Сажетак: У данашњим данима је примењена различитих апликација за видео комуникацију, а видео конференције се све више примењују на још новој казне. Технолошки видео конференције се могу примењивати у језик-временим правним ситуацијама које су иначе везани за транспорт затвореника и иначе захтевају укључивање затворског персонала. Ова ситуација удружење да изнесе краћи приказ примене видео конференције, и односно деловање примене видео конференције на затворске услове.
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